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Abstract. A sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN) is composed of three types of nodes, which are sensor, actuator, and actuation device nodes. Sensor nodes and actuator nodes are interconnected in wireless networks as discussed in wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSANs). Actuator nodes and device nodes are interconnected in types of networks, i.e. wireless and wired network. Sensor nodes sense an physical event and send sensed values of the event to actuator nodes. An actuator node makes a decision on proper actions on receipt of sensed values and then issue the action requests to the device nodes. A device node really acts to the physical world. For example, moves a robot arms by performing the action on receipt of the action request. Messages may be lost and nodes may be faulty. Especially, messages are lost due to noise and collision in a wireless network. We propose a fully redundant model for an SADN where each of sensor, actuator, and device functions are replicated in multiple nodes and each of sensor-actuator and actuator-device communication is realized in many-to-many type of communication protocols. Even if some number of nodes are faulty, the other nodes can perform requested tasks. Here, each sensor node sends sensed values to multiple actuator nodes and each actuator node receives sensed values from multiple sensor nodes. While multiple actuator nodes communicate with multiple replica nodes of a device. Even if messages are lost and some number of nodes are faulty, device nodes can surely receive action requests required for sensed values and the actions are performed. In this paper, we discuss a type of semi-passive coordination (SPC) protocol of multiple actuator nodes for multiple sensor nodes. We discuss a type of active coordination protocol for multiple actuator nodes and multiple actuation device nodes. We evaluate the SPC protocol for the sensor-actuator coordination in terms of the number of messages exchanged among actuators.
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1. Introduction

A wireless sensor and actuator network (WSAN) [1] is composed of sensor nodes and actuator nodes interconnected in wireless channels. Many researchers discuss how sensor nodes and actuator nodes reliably and energy-efficiently communicate with each other in a wireless network [13]. In addition to the sensor-actuator communications, device nodes have to be finally performed on the physical world. There is so far no discussion on how to reliably and efficiently perform actions on device nodes like robot arms. In this paper, we newly propose a sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN) to take into account to the behaviors of the device nodes. An SADN is a collection of three types of nodes, sensor, actuator, and device nodes. Sensor nodes gather values like temperature about physical world and send the sensed...
values to actuator nodes. Sensor nodes are low-cost, low-power devices which are equipped with limited battery energy, computation, and wireless communication capabilities like MICA2 MOTE [17]. On the other hand, an actuator node is equipped with more powerful energy. An actuator node collects sensed values from sensors. Then, the actuator node makes a decision on actions for the sensed values and issues the actions to device nodes. On receipt of an action request from an actuator node, a device node performs the action on the physical world, e.g. moves an arm of a robot and ventilates cool air. Sensor nodes and actuator nodes are interconnected in a wireless network as discussed in the WSAN. On the other hand, actuator nodes and device nodes are interconnected in different types of networks, i.e. not only wireless networks but also wired networks. Wireless networks are less reliable, i.e. messages may be lost due to noise and collision although wired networks can be assumed to be reliable. There are many discussions [5,12] on how to reliably transmit messages among sensor nodes in the presence of message loss so as to reduce the energy consumption.

Nodes might be faulty and messages might be lost in networks. The SADN has to be reliable in the presence of faults of nodes and message loss in networks. In this paper, we propose a fault-tolerant SADN model where every type of node is replicated and nodes communicate with other nodes in a many-to-many communication. First, if an event occurs in a physical world, multiple sensors sense the event. Each of the sensor nodes sends a sensed value to multiple actuator nodes while each actuator node receives sensed values from multiple sensor nodes. Secondly, an actuator node sends an action request message to multiple device nodes while each device node receives action request messages from multiple actuator nodes. Even if some number of nodes are faulty and messages are lost, an action required for an event has to be performed on a device node. In this paper, we discuss how to realize the reliable sensor-actuator and actuator-device communications. We take a semi-passive type of coordination (SPC) protocol to realize the reliable many-to-many communication among sensor nodes, actuator nodes, and device nodes. Here, there is one primary actuator node and the others are backup actuator nodes. The primary actuator node makes a decision on a sensed value from multiple sensor nodes. Then, the primary actuator node sends the decision to multiple device nodes.

In Section 2, we present a system model of SADN. In Section 3, we discuss the Multi-actuator/Multi-sensor (MAMS) model. In Section 4, we discuss types of coordination protocols for multiple actuators. In Section 5, we evaluate the semi-passive coordination (SPC) protocol for the sensor-actuator coordination in terms of number of messages exchanged among multiple actuators.

2. A sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN) model

2.1. Nodes

A sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN) is composed of three types of nodes, sensor nodes, actuator nodes, and actuation device nodes. A sensor node gathers values about the physical world
like temperature and sends the sensed values to actuator nodes. A sensor node is composed of sensors, wireless communication device, processing facilities, and battery like MICA2 MOTE [17]. A sensor node is a low-cost, low-power device with limited battery energy. An actuator node decides on what actions to be performed for sensed values and then sends the action commands to the device node. An actuator node is equipped with more rich energy than a sensor node. On receipt of an action command from an actuator node, the action is performed on the device node. Nodes are interconnected in types of networks, wireless and wired networks. Sensor nodes and actuator nodes are interconnected in a wireless network. On the other hand, actuator nodes and actuation device nodes are interconnected in different types of networks, wireless and wired networks.

Phenomena in the physical world is changed on occurrence of an event. If an event occurs in some location, sensor nodes in some distance from the location gather values of some attributes of the event. There are the following types of sensors:
1. *Discrete* sensors:

2. *Continuous* sensors:

   A *discrete* sensor takes discrete values like ON and OFF, open and close. A *continuous* sensor takes a continuous value like *temperature*. Values sensed by different sensor nodes might be different. Especially, continuous sensor nodes in nature take different values even if the difference between the values is small.

   An actuator node is a process which receives sensed values from sensors in a wireless channel and
generates action commands to be performed on actuation device nodes from sensed values collected from sensors. By using a kind of decision function, the actuator node takes a value from the collection of the sensed values e.g. average value and median value. The actuator node generates an action command for the value. Then, the actuator node controls actuation device nodes by issuing the action command. Device nodes act to the physical world like robot arms on receipt of an action command from an actuator node. A device node is modeled to be an object [8] in this paper. An object is an encapsulation of state and methods for manipulating the state. Actuation of a device node is modeled to be execution of a method on the device object. An actuator node issues a method to a device object. The authors discuss types of actuation devices, serial and parallel ones, stateless and stateful ones [15]. In this paper, we assume every actuation device is a serial, stateless type, i.e. at most one method is performed on a device node at a time and a device node does not have memory to store methods performed and the previous state.

Multiple actuator nodes may issue methods to a device node. Even if each of the actuator nodes sends a same method, the method has to be performed only once on the device node. In addition, if each of the actuator nodes sends a different method to a device node but the method conflicts with methods issued
by other actuator nodes, the methods have to be serialized on the device node. The authors discuss how to resolve redundant execution of a method and serialize conflicting methods from multiple actuator nodes [15].

A sensor node sends sensed values to actuator nodes in a wireless channel. A message sent by a sensor node can be received by nodes depending on the radio field intensity. A sensor node $s_k$ cannot deliver messages to distant nodes due to less energy supply. MICA2 MOTE sensor node can deliver message to node in 4 5m. On the other hand, an actuator node can deliver messages to distant nodes. In addition, since sensor nodes use same channel messages are lost due to collision if multiple sensor nodes send simultaneously the messages. Thus messages are lost due to noise and collision. In order to resolve the collision in the channel, some synchronization protocols [9–11] are used. For example, the CSMA synchronization protocol is used in the sensor node MICA2 with TinyOS [18] operating system because of the simplicity. In sensor networks, more messages are lost due to noise than collision [13].
2.2. Multi-sensor/multi-actuator/multi-device ($M^3$) model

In this paper, we take the multi-sensor/multi-actuator/multi-device ($M^3$) model to realize the reliable sensor-actuator and actuator-device communication in a sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN). Here, each sensor node sends a sensed value to multiple actuator nodes and each of the actuator nodes receives sensed values from multiple sensor nodes. Each actuator node can receive a sensed value even if some sensor node is faulty and messages are lost. A sensed value can be delivered to at least one actuator node even if some number of actuator nodes are faulty. An actuator node is replicated. Each actuator node sends an action command message to multiple replica nodes of the device while each replica node receives action commands from multiple actuator nodes. Here, a device node means a replica of a device. Even if an actuation device is faulty, an action can be performed on another device node.

In sensor-actuator communications, each actuator node $a_t$ makes the following decisions:

1. An actuator node $a_t$ makes a decision on a value $v$ from sensed values received from child sensor nodes.
2. An actuator node $a_t$ makes a decision on which method to be performed on which actuation device for the sensed value $v$.

There are the discrete and continuous types of sensor nodes. If the sensors discrete ones, every actuator node has to make an agreement on one discrete value in the domain. Here, a majority value of the sensed values can be taken. On the other hand, a continuous attribute takes a continuous value like temperature. Even if a pair of sensor nodes $s_i$ and $s_j$ are proper, $s_i$ and $s_j$ may send different values to actuators. Here, some statistics value like average of the sensed values is taken. Let $V$ be a set of sensed values. The function filter removes values which are out of two-sided $\alpha\%$ confidence interval in the set $V$. $\alpha$ is
assumed to be 5[\%] in this paper. Then, an average value \( v \) is taken by a function \( \text{average} \). That is, a value \( v = \text{average} (\text{filter} (V)) \) is taken.

A device node is replicated so that an action generated by an actuator node for a sensed value can be performed on one replica of the device node even if some number of the replicas are faulty. An action command message of a method \( op \) is sent to multiple device nodes. If the method \( op \) is idempotent like just reference, the method \( op \) can be performed on multiple device nodes. Otherwise, the method \( op \) is required to be performed only to one device node.

3. Coordination among sensor nodes and actuator nodes

3.1. Types of protocols

We discuss how multiple actuator nodes \( a_1, \cdots, a_m \) (\( m \geq 1 \)) cooperate to make a decision on a value \( v \) for a collection of sensed values sent from sensor nodes (Fig. 2). Active [19], passive [19], semi-passive [4], and semi-active [19] replications are so far discussed to coordinate multiple replicas of a process. In the active coordination protocol, every actuator node receives the same sensed values from sensor nodes and performs the same methods on device nodes in the same order. Redundant executions of a method on a device node [15] have to be resolved. Here, some synchronization mechanisms like timestamp ordering (TO) schedulers [2] and locking protocols [7] have to be supported. In addition, every actuator node is required to be deterministic.

In the passive, semi-passive, and semi-active protocols, there is one primary actuator node \( a_1 \) which plays a role of a coordinator of all the other backup actuator nodes \( a_2, \cdots, a_n \). On receipt of a sensed value from a sensor node \( s_k \), a backup actuator node \( a_t \) forwards the value to the primary actuator node \( a_1 \).
since the primary actuator node $a_1$ may not receive the value. Then, the primary actuator node $a_1$ makes a decision on a value from the sensed values collected by the actuator nodes $a_2, \cdots, a_m$. The primary actuator node $a_1$ performs methods for the sensed value on actuation devices. There is no redundant execution of a method. If primary actuator node $a_1$ is faulty, one of the backup nodes, takes over the primary one.

In the passive and semi-passive coordination ways, every backup actuator node neither makes a decision on methods nor performs methods. Since every backup actuator node does not do the computation, the battery energy is not consumed in every backup actuator node even if each actuator node is equipped with the powerful battery. In the passive coordination ways, every backup actuator node does not receive the same messages as the primary actuator node. The primary actuator node takes a checkpoint where the local state is saved in a stable memory and sends the state saved at the checkpoint to every backup actuator node. If the primary actuator node $a_1$ gets faulty, one backup actuator node $a_k$ restarts from the checkpoint. Messages which the primary actuator node $a_1$ receives after taking the checkpoint are lost. In the semi-passive coordination way, each backup actuator node receives the same sensed values and make the same decisions on methods. However, every backup actuator node does not perform the methods while only the primary actuator node performs the methods. Here, any backup actuator node takes over the primary actuator node as soon as the primary actuator node gets faulty. Every actuator node is required to be deterministic.

3.2. Protocol modules

We discuss a semi-passive coordination (SPC) protocol for multiple actuator nodes. The SPC protocol is composed of four phases, which are forwarding, decision, update, and action phase.

3.2.1. Forwarding phase

A sensor node $s_k$ cannot deliver messages to every actuator node as presented in the system model. An actuator node $a_t$ may not receive a sensed value from some sensor node $s_k$. Some actuator node is required to receive sensed values from more than some number $h$ of sensor nodes. For example, $h \geq n - f$ where $f$ is the maximum number of faulty sensor nodes for discrete sensor nodes. Hence, on receipt of a sensed value $v_k$ from a sensor node $s_k$, an actuator node $a_t$ sends a message $m$ with a pair $\langle s_k, v_k \rangle$ of the sensed value $v_k$ and the identifier of the sensor node $s_k$ to another actuator node $a_u$. There are two approaches to forwarding sensed values to actuator nodes, centralized and distributed ones. In the centralized approach, every actuator node which receives sensed values forwards the values to one primary actuator node, say $a_p$. The primary actuator node $a_p$ receives a pair $\langle v_k, s_k \rangle$ of a sensed value $v_k$ and a sensor node $s_k$ from every backup actuator nodes. Here, the pair $\langle v_k, s_k \rangle$ is stored in the receipt buffer $V_p$. If the primary actuator node $a_p$ receives messages from more than $na$ sensor nodes, the primary actuator node $a_p$ broadcasts the set $V_p$ of the sensed values to all the backup actuator nodes. Here, $f$ is a maximum number of sensor nodes which may stop by fault. Then, $na = (l - f)/m$.

In the distributed approach, an actuator node delivers sensed values to every actuator node. On receipt of a sensed value from a sensor node, an actuator node $a_t$ broadcasts the value in the same way as the
centralized approach. Each actuator node \( a_t \) receives sensed values from every other actuator node. If an actuator node \( a_t \) receives sensed values from more than \( n_a \) sensor nodes, the forwarding phase terminates. Here, atomic group communication protocols [3,14] are used to broadcast sensed values to all the actuator nodes.

### 3.2.2. Decision phase

In the forwarding phase, some actuator node receives sensed values in the receipt buffer \( V_t \). Then, an actuator node makes a decision on which method to be performed on which actuation device object. There are two types of decision phase, centralized and distributed one with respect to which actuator node makes a decision. In the centralized decision, only the primary actuator node \( a_p \) makes a decision on a value \( v \) from the sensed values in the buffer \( V_p \) received. If values are ones of a discrete attribute, the primary actuator node \( a_p \) takes a majority value in the value set \( V_p \). On the other hand, the primary actuator node \( a_p \) obtains a value \( v = \text{average}(\text{filter}(V_p)) \) with the function \( \text{filter} \). This is the decision phase (Fig. 5).

In the distributed approach, every actuator node makes the same decision as the primary actuator node in the centralized approach. Here, every actuator node is required to hold the same sensed values from sensor nodes.

### 3.2.3. Update phase

In the decision phase, only the primary actuator node \( a_p \) obtains the value \( v \) from sensed values. The primary actuator node \( a_p \) sends an update message with the internal state, i.e. the value \( v \) obtained from sensed values to all the backup actuator nodes \( a_1, \cdots, a_m \) (Fig. 6). On receipt of the update message with a value \( v \) from the primary actuator node \( a_p \), a backup actuator node \( a_t \) stores the value \( v \) in its local stable storage and sends an acknowledgment \( \text{ack} \) message to the primary actuator node \( a_p \). If the primary actuator node \( a_p \) receives \( \text{ack} \) messages from more than half of the backup actuator nodes, the primary actuator node \( a_p \) sends a decided message to all the backup actuator nodes. On receipt of a decided message from the primary actuator node \( a_p \), each backup actuator node \( a_t \) updates the state by using value stored in the local storage. The primary actuator node \( a_p \) takes a method \( \text{op} \) from the value \( v \) and performs the method \( \text{op} \) on the actuation device. Here, the decided message carries the value \( v \) as well as the update message. Even if a backup actuator node \( a_t \) could not receive the update message, the backup actuator node \( a_t \) obtains the value \( v \) from the decided message only if the backup actuator node \( a_t \) receives a decided message. On receipt of a decided message from the primary actuator node \( a_p \), the backup actuator node \( a_t \) sends an ok message to the primary actuator node \( a_p \).

In the distributed decision phase, every actuator node \( a_t \) makes a decision on a value \( v_t \). Every actuator node makes an agreement on an value. For example, by using the two-phase commitment (2PC) protocol [16], every actuator node takes the same value \( v \).

### 3.2.4. Action phase

An actuator node performs a method \( \text{op} \) on an actuation device. There are two approaches, centralized and distributed one. In the centralized action phase, only one primary actuator node performs the method \( \text{op} \) on actuation devices and the other backup actuator nodes do not perform the method \( \text{op} \).

On the other hand, multiple actuator nodes perform the method \( \text{op} \) in the distributed approach. An actuation device receives a request of method \( \text{op} \) from multiple actuation nodes. Here, we have to resolve the redundant executions of the method [15].
### 3.3. Coordination protocols

Table 1 summarizes the coordination protocols, active (AC), semi-active (SA), passive (PS), and semi-passive (SP) coordinations, which are composed of types of phases. Each phase is centralized (C) or distributed (D). For example, the semi-passive (SP) coordination is composed of the distributed forwarding phase, centralized decision phase, and centralized update phase.

Table 1: Table of coordination phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination Type</th>
<th>Forwarding</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active (AC)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-active (SA)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-passive (SP)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive (PS)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **D**: distributed
- **C**: centralized

---

**Figure 8** shows an example of the semi-passive coordination (SPC) among a primary actuator node \(a_p\) and a pair of backup actuator nodes \(a_1\) and \(a_2\). Here, no actuator node is faulty. Sensor nodes send sensed values to actuator nodes. Each backup actuator node \(a_t\) broadcasts a set \(V_t\) of sensed values which the actuator node \(a_t\) has received from sensor nodes \((t = 1, 2)\). The primary actuator node \(a_p\) receives the value sets \(V_1\) and \(V_2\) from the backup actuator nodes \(a_1\) and \(a_2\), respectively. Then, the primary actuator node \(a_p\) calculates a value \(v\) from the sets of values \(V_1, V_2\) and \(V_p\). The primary actuator node \(a_p\) broadcasts the value \(v\) to every backup actuator node \(a_t\) and the state of the backup actuator node \(a_t\) is updated. The primary actuator node \(a_p\) performs a method \(op\) obtained for the value \(v\) on the actuation device.

---

### 4. Coordination among actuator nodes and device nodes

Next, we discuss how multiple actuator nodes cooperate with multiple replica nodes of a device node. Here, an action \(op\) is decided to be performed on a device node as discussed in the preceding section. Suppose there are multiple actuator nodes \(a_1, \ldots, a_m\) \((m \geq 1)\) and multiple device nodes \(d_1, \ldots, d_l\) \((l \geq 1)\). In this paper, we assume one actuator node \(a_t\) is primary and the other actuator nodes are backup ones as discussed in the preceding section. The primary actuator node \(a_t\) issues an action command to device nodes.

A device node performs an action command of a method \(op\) which is carried in the request message from a primary actuator node \(a_t\). The device nodes return the acknowledgment message to the primary actuator node \(a_t\) on completion of the method \(op\). We assume each device node is a replica of an actuation device and each device node is a sequential, stateless device. That is, at most one action method can be performed on each device node at a time. Each action issued by an actuator node should be performed on at least one device node even if some number of device nodes are faulty. For example, there are multiple air-conditioners in a room. An actuator node \(a_t\) issues an action command \(cool\) to lower the temperature in the room. Here, the actuator node \(a_t\) can issue the \(cool\) command to every device node. As long as at least one air-conditioner device node is operational, the room can be make cooler even if it takes a longer time to lower the temperature. In another example, a robot is equipped with a device for launching a missile. An actuator node \(a_t\) makes a decision on launching a missile to shoot an intruding aircraft. Then, the actuator node \(a_t\) issues a \(launch\) command to every missile device node. Here, one missile should be launched. However, more than one missile are launched if multiple device nodes receive the launch command.
command. The action method should be performed only to one device node. Thus, there is the maximum number $M_{op}$ ($\geq 1$) of device nodes on which an action method $op$ can be performed. An action method $op$ should be performed at least one device node and at most $M_{op}$ device nodes. If $M_{op} = 1$, a method $op$ is required to be performed by only one device node i.e. no redundant execution of the method $op$ is allowed. In the missile device nodes, $M_{op}$ should be one. In the air-conditioner devices, $M_{op}$ is the total number $l$ of the device nodes.

Let $D$ be a set of device nodes $d_1, \ldots, d_l$ ($l \geq 1$). A primary actuator node $a_t$ in the SPC protocol communicates with the device nodes in the set $D$ as follows:

1. The primary actuator node $a_t$ selects a subset $D_{op} = \{d_{t1}, \ldots, d_{tM}\}$ ($\subseteq D$) of device nodes where $M = M_p$ if $|D| \geq M_p$, else $M = |D|$. The primary actuator node $a_t$ sends a request message of the action method $op$ to every device node in the subset $D_{op}$.
2. If each device node $d_x$ receives the request message of a method $op$ from the primary actuator node $a_t$, the device node $d_x$ performs the method $op$. On completion of the method $op$, the device node $d_x$ sends an acknowledgment message to the primary actuator node $a_t$.
3. If the primary actuator node $a_t$ does not receives an acknowledgment message from any actuation device node, $D := D - D_{op}$ and go to step 1.
4. If the primary actuator node $a_t$ receives an acknowledgment message from some device node in $D_{op}$, the primary actuator node $a_t$ informs the other actuator nodes of it. Then, the primary actuator node $a_t$ terminates performing the method $op$.

A set of device nodes $D_{op} = \{d_{t1}, \ldots, d_{tM}\}$ supporting a same method $op$ is a device group for the method $op$ (Fig. 9). A request message $req$ sent by an actuator node $a_t$ includes the following information:

$op =$ action method.
$dest =$ destination device group $D_{op}$ to deliver this request message $req$.
$M_{op} =$ maximum number of device nodes where the action $op$ can be performed.

An actuator node $a_t$ supports the following functions:

$dest := select(D, M)$: a set $dest$ including the number $M$ of actuator nodes are selected in the set $D$ of actuation device nodes, where $|dest| = M_p$ if $|D| \geq M_p$, otherwise $dest = D$.

broadcast($request\ message, dest$): a request message $request\ message$ is broadcast to all of the device nodes in a set $dest$ of device nodes.

inform($m$): a message $m$ is sent to every actuator node. On receipt of message $m$, each actuator node records it in the log.

A primary actuator node $a_t$ communicates with the device nodes to perform a method $op$ on device nodes in a set $D$ by the following function:

$Actuate(D, op)$

$dest := select(D, M_{op});$

broadcast($op, dest$);

if a positive acknowledgment $Ack$ is received from at least one device node in $D$,
then

   inform(success);
   return(success);
else /* no acknowledgment */
\begin{verbatim}
D := D - dest;
if D \neq \phi, then
    /* send op to device nodes */
    return(Actuate(D, op));
else
    inform(failed);
    return(failed);
\end{verbatim}

A primary actuator node \( a_1 \) performs the function \( Actuate(D_{op}, op) \) to perform a method \( op \) on device nodes in \( D_{op} \).

A primary actuator node \( a_1 \) might be faulty. A coordination protocol for detecting and taking over the faulty primary actuator node is required to be supported. It depends on the maximum number \( M_{op} \) how the method \( op \) to be performed by a backup actuator node. We discuss these issues in another paper.

5. Evaluation

We evaluate the semi-passive coordination protocol (SPC) protocol for sensor-actuator coordination discussed in this paper. Let \( n \) be a number of sensor nodes and \( m \) be a number of actuator nodes (Fig. 10). We assume that no failure occurs in any node but messages are lost in a network.

Every node is identified by a unique identifier. We assume an actuator node with the smallest identifier is taken as primary node. First, we evaluate the forwarding phase. Sensor nodes sense events in the physical world and send sensed values to actuator nodes. If each actuator node receives a sensed value from a sensor node, the primary actuator \( a_1 \) node can receive the value forwarded by a backup actuator node. Every sensor node sends a value to actuator nodes using a logical sensor-actuator channel. In the channel, every actuator node loses a value with probability \( f \). Every actuator node has a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer to store sensed values from sensor nodes and forwarded by other actuator nodes. If an actuator node receives more than number \( n/m \) of sensed values, the actuator node forwards the values to other actuator nodes using a logical actuator-actuator channel. In this channel, no message is lost. Each time a sensor node or actuator node sends a message, the number of steps is incremented by one. We measure the number of steps in the presence of message fault with probability \( f \) as shown in Fig. 11. We assume there are five actuator nodes, \( a_1, \ldots, a_5 \) in the evaluation. Here, \( a_1 \) is the primary actuator node. The horizontal axis shows the number \( n \) of sensor nodes. The vertical axis indicates the number of steps. The more is the number \( n \) of sensor nodes and the larger is the fault probability \( f \), the longer time it takes in the forwarding phase.

Next, we evaluate the update phase of the SPC protocol. The primary actuator node \( a_1 \) broadcasts an update message with a value \( v \) to every backup actuator node. On receipt of the update message from the primary actuator node \( a_1 \), each backup actuator node \( a_t \) sends an ack message to the primary actuator node \( a_1 \). The primary actuator node \( a_1 \) broadcasts a decided message to every backup actuator node if the primary node \( a_1 \) receives \( ack \) messages from more than half of the backup actuator nodes. Then, the primary actuator node \( a_1 \) waits for an \( ok \) message from every backup actuator node. If the primary actuator node \( a_1 \) does not receive an \( ok \) message from some backup actuator node, the primary actuator node \( a_1 \) broadcasts a decided message again. Until the primary actuator node \( a_1 \) receives an \( ok \) message
from every backup actuator node, the primary actuator node $a_1$ broadcasts a decided message. If the primary actuator node $a_1$ receives ok messages from every backup actuator node, the update phase of the SPC protocol finishes. Figure 12 shows the number of messages exchanged among actuator nodes for the number $m$ of actuator nodes $a_1, \ldots, a_m$. Here, if an actuator node broadcasts a message to $(m - 1)$ actuator nodes, the number of messages transmitted is counted to be one since the message is sent in a broadcast channel. “$f = 0$” shows that no message loss occurs in every actuator node. The number of messages transmitted is shown for the smaller lost probability $f = 0.05, 0.1$, and 0.15 in Fig. 12. For $f = 0.05, 0.1$, and 0.15, the number of messages transmitted is increased about 1.57, 1.76, and 2.05 times larger than the number of messages for $f = 0$, respectively.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we discuss the reliable model of the sensor, actuator, and device network (SADN) which is composed of three types of nodes, sensor, actuator, and device nodes in the presence of node and network faults. We proposed the multi-sensor/multi-actuator/multi-device ($M^3$) model for making the SADN more reliable where every type of node, i.e. sensor, actuator, and device node is replicated in multiple nodes. Here, a sensor node sends a sensed value to multiple actuator nodes and each actuator node receives sensed values from multiple sensor nodes. An actuator node issues an action method command to multiple replica nodes of an actuation device and each device node receives action method commands from multiple actuator nodes. We discussed protocols for sensor-actuator coordination and actuator-device coordination. In the sensor-actuator coordination, we discuss the semi-passive coordination (SPC) protocol where there is one primary actuator node and the others are backup one. Every backup actuator node receives sensed values from sensor nodes. In the actuator-device coordination, we also discussed the semi-active coordination (SPC) protocol where there is one primary actuator node and the others are backup one. We evaluated the forwarding and update phase of the SPC protocol in the presence of faulty backup actuator nodes.
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